
When Justin Sanchez 
completed his doctoral work 
in 2004 from the J. Crayton 
Pruitt Family Department 
of Biomedical Engineering, 
he was only the second Ph.D. 
student to graduate from the 
young department, formalized 
just two years before.

Carrying the Tampa native into 
the field were two goals he’d 
had since childhood: to work in 
science and technology, and to 
help people. These were perhaps 
lofty, cliché goals for a youngster, 
but Dr. Sanchez, now 37, has 
fulfilled them in many ways in 
his work in neuroprosthetics, the 
discipline that uses electronic 
machinery to help in functions 
that might have been lost from 
brain injury or illness.

In fact, he sees his present 
position in the Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA) in Arlington, Virginia 
— part of the Department 
of Defense — as “a unique 
opportunity” that goes as far as 
to ask, “How do we change the 
world?”

“The best you can do right now 
is go talk to your therapist on 
the couch or take medications, 
and we want to do much better 
than that,” he says of those with 
brain injuries, neuropsychiatric 
issues, and who have trouble with 
memories and moving. 

“We want to develop 
technologies that are based on 
knowledge of  how the brain 
functions and use that knowledge 
to deliver precise therapy back to 
the brain.”

Sanchez was hired by DARPA in 
June 2013 following biomedical 
engineering professorships at 
the University of Florida and the 
University of Miami. Traditionally, 
DARPA’s focus is developing 
technology for military use.

With his neuroprosthetic focus, 
Sanchez oversees multiple 
programs that have di!erent 
aims but fall in line with the 
BRAIN Initiative’s goals. The 
programs include Enabling 
Stress Resistance; Neuro 
Function, Activity, Structure, and 
Technology; Restoring Active 
Memory; and Revolutionizing 
Prosthetics.

Working on these projects 
are multidisciplinary teams of 
several hundred researchers 
with specialties in software, 
hardware, the brain and other 
related fields. The follow up, 
Sanchez says, could be going to a 
medical-device manufacturer in 
the private industry to bring any 
technologies developed to the 
commercial market.

Sanchez’s curriculum vitae is an 
expansive one, going far beyond 
DARPA. Among his accolades: 
being credited to 75-plus 
academic papers, co-authoring 
the 2007 book Brain-Machine 
Interface Engineering, and holding 
seven patents in neuroprosthetic 
design. 

His advice to current BME 
students: “Define your own 
future.” When he started 
graduate courses related to 
biomedical engineering at UF, the 
department was not yet o"cial, 
but he knew he wanted to work 
in neuroprosthetics. So he sought 
out faculty and mentorship that 
would further his goal.

One such mentor was Dr. Michael 
Okun, now interim chair of 
UF’s Department of Neurology 

and co-director of the Center 
for Movement Disorders and 
Neurorestoration. Okun says that 
when he began working at UF in 
the early 2000s, Sanchez was one 
of his first students.

In the lab, they explored the 
physiology of human brain cells 
and how di!erent regions of the 
brain talk with one another. 

Okun says it’s “very gratifying to 
see someone like that go all the 
way up to one of the top positions 
at DARPA.”

“Justin was always a cut above,” 
he adds. “He was running with 
the cream of the crop. He was 
thinking like a scientist, even as  
an undergraduate.”

Continuing with his advice for 
future students, Sanchez says 
being a “go-getter kind of a 
student is the best thing you  
can do.”

“I would always tell any person 
who is in the BME program that 
there are bound to be new fields 
in biomedical engineering that are 
going to be emerging, that are not 
well established,” Sanchez says.

“I know a lot of students now look 
to the program to tell them what 
they should be doing. And I guess 
the message that I’m saying is 
the reverse of that: The students 
should have the desire to seek 
out new knowledge and new 
technologies.”
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Sanchez’s work 
would help current 
and former soldiers 
who may have 
neuropsychiatric 
illnesses, such as 
depression, PTSD 
and anxiety. But it 
also stands to assist 
anyone with brain 
disorders by being 
tied to President 
Obama’s BRAIN 
Initiative, launched 
in April 2013. 

The $300 million e!ort brings 
together DARPA, the National 
Institutes of Health, the National 
Science Foundation and other 
organizations to improve the 
understanding of how the brain 
works, the disorders that a!ect it, 
and technologies that can unlock 
mysteries within. 

As a DARPA project manager, 
Sanchez is meant to find out what 
research aspects the U.S. needs to 
invest in to stay ahead of the rest 
of the world, or to at least not be 
bewildered when another country 
makes a discovery.

“We have this slogan here that 
says, ‘DARPA: Create, or prevent 
technological surprise,’” Sanchez 
says.

This objective dates back to the 
founding of DARPA in 1958 as 
a response to Russia’s launch of 
the first human-made satellite, 
Sputnik, the year before.
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NEW SFB STUDENT PRESIDENT LOOKS TO FOSTER 
BIOMEDICAL COMMUNICATION
Evelyn Bracho-Sanchez, a 
Ph.D. candidate under the 
supervision of Dr. Benjamin 
Keselowsky, was recently 
elected President of the National 
Student Chapter of the Society 
for Biomaterials (SFB), helping to 
push the University of Florida’s J. 
Crayton Pruitt Family Department 
of Biomedical Engineering to 
national recognition.

Bracho-Sanchez, who became 
interested in engineering when 
she was a senior in high school, 
began her journey with SFB as an 
undergraduate. Quickly she rose 
to the position of vice-president 
and, now, as president-elect, she 
has clear goals for the society, and 
for herself.

Chief among these, Bracho-
Sanchez says, is an increase in 
communication among all of the 
student#chapters. “We can learn 
a lot from each other’s way of 
doing#things,” she says.

In addition, Bracho-Sanchez has 
an active role in the organization 
of UF Biomaterials Day, a 
symposium entirely organized by 
students, with the intention of 
fostering communication among 
members of the biomaterials 
field. Bracho-Sanchez and her 
team have secured funds for the 
event for the past four years, and 
have been able to bring to UF 
a distinguished list of speakers, 
including Dr. Cato Laurencin, a 
member of both the Institutes 
of Medicine and the National 
Academy of Engineering. 

Bracho-Sanchez credits the 
students for these luminary visits. 
“Particularly within SFB there’s a 
strong sense of#commitment to 
be better, to push further and to 
reach out to the best,” she says.

Over the years her leadership 
e!orts have been recognized by 

many. Among the prizes she has 
received are “Best Professional 
Event,” awarded by the UF Benton 
Engineering Council, and the 
“Thomas O. Hunter Leadership 
Scholarship,” awarded by the 
College of Engineering.

Bracho-Sanchez’s current 
research focuses on the 
development of drug delivery 
systems for therapeutic 
applications in autoimmune 
diseases mainly in the field of 
Type 1 Diabetes. She has shared 
her findings in presentations at 
numerous national conferences. 

A key point of Bracho-Sanchez’s 
message is that, when it comes 
to biomedical engineering, it is 
important to focus on the big 
picture.

Bracho-Sanchez is passionate 
about the Biomedical and 
Biomaterials Engineering 
community. As the active vice 
president of the UF Biomedical 
Engineering Graduate Student 
Council, she has participated in 
every recruitment and orientation 
event, and has interacted with 
seminar speakers and External 
Advisory Board members. She 
recently was given the honor of 
delivering a speech on behalf of 
the student population during the 
annual Pruitt Research Day, and 
was nominated to the Student 
Leadership Advisory Board for the 
College of Engineering.

During the summer semesters, 
Bracho-Sanchez participates 
in the Board of Education 
Summer Fellowship program, 
serving as a peer mentor to 

new underrepresented minority 
graduate students. 

“A lot of them come from 
historically black colleges 
and universities or smaller 
schools,#and transitioning to 
something as big#as UF can be 
di"cult,” she says. “I try to provide 
a place for them to feel welcomed. 
It can be hard to find someone 
like you in such a big school. This 
program allows all of us to shrink 
it a bit.”#  

Bracho-Sanchez says that while 
the challenges of biomedical 
engineering are many, the 
potential benefits of scientific 
discovery are more than enough 
motivation.

“Out-of-this-world ideas move 
the field forward,” she says. 
“Finding the balance between 
ingenuity and applicability can 
be hard. There’s yet so much we 
don’t know about the human 
body. How will#the immune 
system react to our new designs? 
How will we vascularize such 
designs to be integrated properly? 
There isn’t a one-size-fits-all 
answer to these questions, and 
each experiment or idea has its 
own set of challenges.”#

Despite her many 
accomplishments as a student, 
representative and leader in the 
field of biomedical engineering, 
Bracho-Sanchez says she is no 
di!erent than her peers.

“I come in to work, make a list 
of things to do for the day, fail 
often and celebrate the science 
victories.”

Above: Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel, left, examines a prototype prosthetic arm and  

hand developed by DARPA, fitted to Fred Downs, right, and explained by Justin Sanchez, 

center, a program manager with DARPA

“We do a lot of experiments that!don’t work, 
but when you realize this could be the new 
Type 1 Diabetes treatment, you understand 
why it is important to fail. That’s how we 
learn the most and the only way we’re going 
to eventually find a solution.”

Above: Evelyn Bracho-Sanchez 

receiving the Thomas O. Hunter 

Leadership Scholarship
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